Newsletter 15
Hi everyone I hope you are all well and relaxing. I had another fabulous walk today.
The scenery was just mind blowing with dark green forests and the lighter coloured
bracken areas with snow peaked mountains behind. The walks for me are just magic
and so enjoyable whether it rains, snows or whatever it throws at me, it doesn’t
bother me. I hope you like the updates, if I have repeated any, please accept my
apologies.
Best wishes
Ian

Newsletter 16
Hi everyone I trust you are all well and relaxing. What a great 12 days it has been. I
took photos and videos of the John O Groat´s sign but unfortunately I am unable to
show them because it was too windy to produce any quality images.
I visited the Duncansby lighthouse and stacks near John O Groats. I then passed on
my way south calling at Wick, and Latheron where I did a little Glamping. That was
fun, having fresh scrambled eggs with chopped worms, sorry, I meant eggs, no
worms. The worms were the night before.
This part of Scotland has some lovely views and scenery with castles along the way. I
stopped at Alness, a lovely spot for a bunkhouse then I progressed onto Inverness to
stay for a couple of nights to have my glasses repaired and to collect my tablets.
My next walk is early on Sunday morning to Cullen, passing the big battle field at
Colloden in 1745 I think. If I have time I will visit it.
So again thank you to everyone for your support and to the people that have
donated on my page and given me money whilst walking. Thank you.
Ps. I have a visit to the Guide Dogs for the Blind centre in Forfar on the 3 rd of June,
looking forward to that visit. So I will say bye for now best wishes to you all and have
a fabulous Sunday and remember P.T.M.4.A.B.D.
Ian

